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2015-03-01 General stores are essential to the
image of a colonial village. Many historians,
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however, still base their stories of settlement on
the notion of rural self-suﬃciency, begging the
question: if general stores were so common, who
were their customers? To answer this, Consumers
in the Bush draws on the account books of
country stores, rich evidence that has rarely
been used. Douglas McCalla considers more than
30,000 transactions on the accounts of 750
families at seven Upper Canadian stores between
1808 and 1861. These customers were typical of
rural society - farmers, artisans, labourers, and
often women. At village stores they found a wide
variety of products, most imported from Britain, a
few from the United States, and a surprising
number that were produced locally. Three
chapters focus on the major product categories
of dry goods, groceries, and hardware; a fourth
considers local products, and a ﬁfth addresses a
variety of items - from household goods to
footwear to school books. In telling us about the
goods colonists bought, this book explores what
they were used for and the stories they allow us
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

to tell about rural lives and experience. By seeing
rural Upper Canadians as consumers, Consumers
in the Bush reveals them as full participants in
the rapidly changing nineteenth-century global
world of goods.
Canadian History: Confederation to the
present Martin Brook Taylor 1994-01-01 "In
these two volumes, which replace the Reader's
Guide to Canadian History, experts provide a
select and critical guide to historical writing
about pre- and post-Confederation Canada, with
an emphasis on the most recent scholarship" -Cover.
Skin for Skin Gerald M. Sider 2014-02-17 Since
the 1960s, the Native peoples of northeastern
Canada, both Inuit and Innu, have experienced
epidemics of substance abuse, domestic
violence, and youth suicide. Seeking to
understand these transformations in the
capacities of Native communities to resist
cultural, economic, and political domination,
Gerald M. Sider oﬀers an ethnographic analysis of
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aboriginal Canadians' changing experiences of
historical violence. He relates acts of communal
self-destruction to colonial and postcolonial
policies and practices, as well as to the end of
the fur and sealskin trades. Autonomy and
dignity within Native communities have eroded
as individuals have been deprived of their
livelihoods and treated by the state and
corporations as if they were disposable. Yet
Native peoples' possession of valuable resources
provides them with some income and power to
negotiate with state and business interests.
Sider's assessment of the health of Native
communities in the Canadian province of
Labrador is ﬁlled with potentially useful ﬁndings
for Native peoples there and elsewhere. While
harrowing, his account also suggests hope, which
he ﬁnds in the expressiveness and power of
Native peoples to struggle for a better tomorrow
within and against domination.
The Atlantic Provinces in Confederation Ernest R.
Forbes 1993-12-15 Canada's four easternmost
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

provinces, while richly diverse in character and
history, share many elements of their political
and economic experience within Confederation.
In this volume thirteen leading historians explore
the shifting tides of Atlantic Canada's history,
beginning with the union of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick with Ontario and Quebec to form the
Dominion in 1867. Continuing on through Prince
Edward Island's entry into Confederation six
years later and Newfoundland's in 1949, they
take the story of Atlantic Canada up to the
1980s. Collectively their work sheds light on the
complex political dynamic between the region
and Ottawa and reveals the roots of current
social and economic realities. Fragmentation
versus integration, plenty versus scarcity, centre
versus periphery, and other models inform their
analysis. The development of regional disparity,
and responses to it, form a major theme. The
tradition of regional protest by Maritimers, and
later Atlantic Canadians, runs deep; so does their
commitment to the idea of an integrated
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Canadian nation. Protests, over the decades,
have primarily been expressions of frustration at
perceived exclusion from the full beneﬁts of
national union. The creation of national markets
for labour, capital, and goods often operated to
their detriment, and political decisions at the
national level frequently reinforced rather than
alleviated the regional predicament. More than
an account of the wealthy and powerful, this
book often places ordinary men and women at
the centre of the story. Above all, it reveals the
resilience of Atlantic Canadians as they have
struggled to overcome their problems and to
share in the beneﬁts of life in the Canadian
community.
Conﬂicted Colony Kurt Korneski 2016-10-01
Nineteenth-century Newfoundland was an
archetypal borderland - a space where changes
in the authority of imperial, national, and
indigenous territorial claims shaped the
opportunities and identities of a socially diverse
population. Conﬂicted Colony elucidates
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

processes of state formation in Newfoundland
through a reassessment of key moments in the
country's history. Kurt Korneski closely examines
ﬁve conﬂicts from the late nineteenth century the Fortune Bay Dispute of 1878, the St George's
Bay Dispute of 1889-92, the 1890s Lobster
Controversy, the Battle of Foxtrap, and disputes
over salmon grounds in Hamilton Inlet, Labrador to explain how local regimes received,
challenged, and reworked formal and informal
diplomatic and commercial arrangements, as
well as policies set out by the colonial and
imperial government. The chapters examine
antagonisms and divisions that grew out of
clashes between the distinct commercial and
social identities of regions in the borderlands and
the sensibilities of merchants, politicians, and
working people on the Avalon Peninsula.
Providing new insight into the social history of
Newfoundland and Labrador, these disputes
illuminate contending perspectives driven by
informal systems of governance, political
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movements, and local economic, social,
demographic, and ecological circumstances.
Conﬂicted Colony broadens, deepens, and
clariﬁes our understanding of how Newfoundland
became an integrated Dominion in the British
Empire.
Forced Founders Woody Holton 2011-01-20 In
this provocative reinterpretation of one of the
best-known events in American history, Woody
Holton shows that when Thomas Jeﬀerson,
George Washington, and other elite Virginians
joined their peers from other colonies in
declaring independence from Britain, they acted
partly in response to grassroots rebellions
against their own rule. The Virginia gentry's
eﬀorts to shape London's imperial policy were
thwarted by British merchants and by a coalition
of Indian nations. In 1774, elite Virginians
suspended trade with Britain in order to pressure
Parliament and, at the same time, to save restive
Virginia debtors from a terrible recession. The
boycott and the growing imperial conﬂict led to
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

rebellions by enslaved Virginians, Indians, and
tobacco farmers. By the spring of 1776 the
gentry believed the only way to regain control of
the common people was to take Virginia out of
the British Empire. Forced Founders uses the new
social history to shed light on a classic political
question: why did the owners of vast plantations,
viewed by many of their contemporaries as
aristocrats, start a revolution? As Holton's fastpaced narrative unfolds, the old story of patriot
versus loyalist becomes decidedly more complex.
The Spirit of Industry and Improvement Daniel
Samson 2014-06-22 The notion of improvement
permeated social and political discourse in
colonial Canadian society. From agriculture to
building roads and mills to deﬁning correct habits
and behaviour, Nova Scotia's improvers
embraced the ideals of innovation and progress
and promoted modern programs of government.
The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Social
History Lynn Dumenil 2012-06-07 The Oxford
Encyclopedia of American Social History is the
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ﬁrst reference work to eschew a narrow focus on
past presidents, intellectuals, military heroes,
and other exhaustively studied and wellremembered persons, and instead examine the
history of ordinary Americans. The more than 450
entries in the Encyclopedia examine our shared
history "from the bottom up," with entries on the
way automobiles shaped American lives, the
westward movement of settlers and farmers in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the
transformation of work over time, the women's
suﬀrage movement, counterculture, leisure
activities, consumption patterns, voting habits,
population movements, racial divides, and many
more fascinating topics intended to help readers
develop a richer framework for understanding
the social experience of Americans throughout
history.
Citizens and Nation Gerald Friesen 2000-04-28
Grandmother Andre told stories in front of a
campﬁre. Elizabeth Goudie wrote a memoir in
school scribblers. Phyllis Knight taped hours of
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

interviews with her son. Today's families rely on
television and video cameras. They are all
making history. In a diﬀerent approach to that
old issue, 'the Canadian identity,' Gerald Friesen
links the media studies of Harold Innis to the
social history of recent decades. The result is a
framework for Canadian history as told by
ordinary people. Friesen suggests that the
common peoples' perceptions of time and space
in what is now Canada changed with innovations
in the dominant means of communication. He
deﬁnes four communication-based epochs in
Canadian history: the oral-traditional world of
pre-contact Aboriginal people; the textual-settler
household of immigrants; the print-capitalism of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; and the
screen-capitalism that has emerged in the last
few decades. This analysis of communication is
linked to distinctive political economies, each of
which incorporates its predecessors in an
increasingly complex social order. In each epoch,
using the new communication technologies,
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people struggled to ﬁnd the political means by
which they could ensure that they and their
households survived and, if they were lucky,
prospered. Canada is the sum of their
endeavours. "Citizens and Nation" demonstrates
that it is possible to ﬁnd meaning in the nation's
past that will interest, among others, a new,
young, and multicultural reading audience.
Banking, Trade and Industry Sheldon Dick
1997-05-15 An account of the rise of banking
since the Middle Ages and its place in the modern
international economy, ﬁrst published in 1997.
The Oxford Encyclopedia of American
Business, Labor, and Economic History
Fish into Wine Peter E. Pope 2012-12-01
Combining innovative archaeological analysis
with historical research, Peter E. Pope examines
the way of life that developed in seventeenthcentury Newfoundland, where settlement was
sustained by seasonal migration to North
America's oldest industry, the cod ﬁshery. The
unregulated English settlements that grew up
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

around the exchange of ﬁsh for wine served the
ﬁshery by catering to nascent consumer demand.
The English Shore became a hub of transatlantic
trade, linking Newfoundland with the
Chesapeake, New and old England, southern
Europe, and the Atlantic islands. Pope gives
special attention to Ferryland, the proprietary
colony founded by Sir George Calvert, Lord
Baltimore, in 1621, but later taken over by the
London merchant Sir David Kirke and his
remarkable family. The saga of the Kirkes
provides a narrative line connecting social and
economic developments on the English Shore
with metropolitan merchants, proprietary
rivalries, and international competition.
Employing a rich variety of evidence to place the
ﬁsheries in the context of transatlantic
commerce, Pope makes Newfoundland a fresh
point of view for understanding the demographic,
economic, and cultural history of the expanding
North Atlantic world.
Books on Early American History and Culture,
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1986-1990 Raymond Irwin 2001 Explores the
scholarly literature on early American history.
Farmers and Fishermen Daniel Vickers
2014-01-01 Daniel Vickers examines the shifting
labor strategies used by colonists as New
England evolved from a string of frontier
settlements to a mature society on the brink of
industrialization. Lacking a means to purchase
slaves or hire help, seventeenth-century settlers
adapted the labor systems of Europe to cope with
the shortages of capital and workers they
encountered on the edge of the wilderness. As
their world developed, changes in labor
arrangements paved the way for the economic
transformations of the nineteenth century. By
reconstructing the work experiences of
thousands of farmers and ﬁshermen in eastern
Massachusetts, Vickers identiﬁes who worked for
whom and under what terms. Seventeenthcentury farmers, for example, maintained
patriarchal control over their sons largely to
assure themselves of a labor force. The ﬁrst
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

generation of ﬁsh merchants relied on a system
of clientage that bound poor ﬁshermen to deliver
their hauls in exchange for goods. Toward the
end of the colonial period, land scarcity forced
farmers and ﬁshermen to search for ways to
support themselves through wage employment
and home manufacture. Out of these
adjustments, says Vickers, emerged a labor
market suﬃcient for industrialization.
Slow Disturbance Raﬁco Ruiz 2021-04-09 From
the late nineteenth through most of the twentieth
century, the evangelical Protestant Grenfell
Mission in Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada,
created a network of hospitals, schools,
orphanages, stores, and industries with the goal
of bringing health and organized society to
settler ﬁsherfolk and Indigenous populations. This
infrastructure also served to support resource
extraction of ﬁsheries oﬀ Labrador's coast. In
Slow Disturbance Raﬁco Ruiz engages with the
Grenfell Mission to theorize how settler
colonialism establishes itself through what he
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calls infrastructural mediation—the ways in which
colonial lifeworlds, subjectivities, and aﬀects
come into being through the creation and
maintenance of infrastructures. Drawing on
archival documents, maps, interviews with
municipal oﬃcials, teachers, and residents, as
well as his ﬁeld photography, Ruiz shows how the
mission's infrastructural mediation—from its
attempts to restructure the local economy to the
aerial surveying and mapping of the
coastline—responded to the colony's
environmental conditions in ways that expanded
the bounds of the settler frontier. By tracing the
mission's history and the mechanisms that
enabled its functioning, Ruiz complicates
understandings of mediation and infrastructure
while expanding current debates surrounding
settler colonialism and extractive capitalism.
Communities, Development, and
Sustainability across Canada John T. Pierce
2011-11-01 What is a sustainable community?
The pressing need to answer this simple question
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

is what prompted John Pierce and Ann Dale to
gather the essays in this volume. Communities,
Development, and Sustainability across Canada
is a timely synthesis of work on how Canadian
communities can achieve sustainable
development. It bridges the gap between theory
and praxis and brings together academics, policy
makers, and community activists, all of whom
have argued for increased local participation in
sustainable community development.
Communities have become the weak link in
eﬀorts to refashion relations between the
environment and the economy. The goal of this
book is not simply to describe problems but also
to suggest answers, not simply to oﬀer theory
but also to promote action, so that Canadian
communities can better achieve sustainable
development.
Strategic Factors in Nineteenth Century
American Economic History Claudia Goldin
2008-04-15 Oﬀering new research on strategic
factors in the development of the nineteenth
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century American economy—labor, capital, and
political structure—the contributors to this
volume employ a methodology innovated by
Robert W. Fogel, one of the leading pioneers of
the "new economic history." Fogel's work is
distinguished by the application of economic
theory and large-scale quantitative evidence to
long-standing historical questions. These sixteen
essays reveal, by example, the continuing vitality
of Fogel's approach. The authors use an
astonishing variety of data, including
genealogies, the U.S. federal population census
manuscripts, manumission and probate records,
ﬁrm accounts, farmers' account books, and slave
narratives, to address collectively market
integration and its impact on the lives of
Americans. The evolution of markets in
agricultural and manufacturing labor is
considered ﬁrst; that concerning capital and
credit follows. The demography of free and slave
populations is the subject of the third section,
and the ﬁnal group of papers examines the extramerchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

market institutions of governments and unions.
British Atlantic, American Frontier Stephen
John Hornsby 2005 A pioneering work in Atlantic
studies that emphasizes a transnational
approach to the past.
Law, Debt, and Merchant Power James Muir 2016
In the early history of Halifax (1749-1766), debt
litigation was extremely common. In Law, Debt,
and Merchant Power, James Muir oﬀers an
extensive analysis of the civil cases of the time
as well as the reasons behind their frequency.
The Economy of Early America Cathy D.
Matson 2006 In recent years, scholars in a
number of disciplines have focused their
attention on understanding the early American
economy. This text enters the resurgent
discussion by showcasing the work of leading
scholars who represent a spectrum of
historiographical and methodological viewpoints.
Finding a Way to the Heart Robin Brownlie 2012
When Sylvia Van Kirk published her
groundbreaking book, Many Tender Ties, in 1980,
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she revolutionized the historical understanding of
the North American fur trade and introduced
entirely new areas of inquiry in women's, social,
and Aboriginal history. Finding a Way to the
Heart examines race, gender, identity, and
colonization from the early nineteenth to the late
twentieth century, and illustrates Van Kirk's
extensive inﬂuence on a generation of feminist
scholarship.
Local Enterprise on the North Atlantic
Margin Reginald Byron 2018-12-18 First
published in 1999, this volume oﬀers contrasting
views from a variety of academic disciplines,
including agriculture, anthropology, economics,
geography, management studies, planning, and
sociology, which focus on the single two-fold
problem of how to understand these issues and
what, practically, might be done about them.
Colonial America and the Early Republic
Philip N. Mulder 2017-05-15 Reﬂecting the best
recent scholarship of Early America and the Early
Republic, the articles in this collection study the
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

many dimensions of American political history.
The authors explore Native American interests
and encounters with settlers, diplomatic
endeavors, environmental issues, legal debates
and practiced law, women's citizenship and
rights, servitude and slavery and popular political
activity. The geographical perspective is as
expansive as the topical, with strong
representation of trans-Atlantic and continental
interests of many nations and peoples. The
international and interdisciplinary perspectives
illustrate the dynamic transformations of America
during this era of settlement, conquest,
development, revolution and nation building.
Twentieth-century Newfoundland James
Hiller 1994 Twentieth Century Newfoundland:
Explorations brings together ten papers by eight
well-known historians of Newfoundland and
Labrador. The papers address a wide variety of
subject matter and open many avenues for
further research. The book concludes with an
extensive bibliography on the Newfoundland and
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Labrador in the Twentieth century. This
bibliography is organized by topic and will serve
the needs of the general reader and specialists
alike. Twentieth Century Newfoundland:
Explorations highlight the scope and complexity
of present day writing about the history of
Newfoundland and Labrador. James Hiller,
Professor of History at Memorial University and
author of a number of articles on Newfoundland
in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. Peter
Neary, Professor of History at the University of
Weste Ontario and the author of Newfoundland in
the North Atlantic World, 1929-1949(1998).
The Business of Everyday Life Beverly Lemire
2005 This book examines the daily practices of
men and women in the 17th through 19th
centuries to budget succesfully and make ends
meet. The author shows the many ways
businesses worked, such as pawning, selling, and
borrowing on a regular basis, as well as the
strong role gender played in the division of
responsibilities.
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

Making Salmon Joseph E. Taylor III 2009-11-23
Winner of the George Perkins Marsh Award,
American Society for Environmental History
Dock Workers Sam Davies 2017-09-29 Workers
who loaded and unloaded ships have formed a
distinctive occupational group over the past two
centuries. As trade expanded so the numbers of
dock labourers increased and became
concentrated in the major ports of the world. This
ambitious two-volume project goes beyond
existing individual studies of dock workers to
develop a genuinely comparative international
perspective over a long historical period. Volume
1 contains studies of 22 major ports worldwide.
Built around an agreed framework of issues,
these 'port studies' examine the type of workers
who dominated dock labour, their race, class and
ethnicity, the working conditions of dockers and
the role of government as employer, arbitrator
and supporter. The studies also detail how
dockers organized their labour, patterns of strike
action and involvement in political organizations.
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The structure of the port city is also outlined and
descriptions given of the waterside environment.
These areas of investigation form the basis for a
series of 11 thematic studies which comprise
Volume 2. Drawing on the information provided
in the port studies, these essays identify
important aspects and recurring themes, and
explain how and why particular cases diverge
from the rest. The ﬁnal chapter of the book
synthesizes the various approaches taken to oﬀer
a model which suggests several conﬁgurations of
dock labour and presents suggestions for future
research. This major scholarly achievement
represents the most sustained attempt to date to
provide a comparative international history of
dock labour. An annotated bibliography
completes this essential reference work.
Female Labour Power: Women Workers’
Inﬂuence on Business Practices in the
British and American Cotton Industries,
1780–1860 Janet Greenlees 2017-03-02 Britain
and America were the ﬁrst two countries with
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

mechanised cotton manufacturing industries, the
ﬁrst major factory systems of production and the
ﬁrst major employers of women outside of the
domestic environment. The combination of being
new wage earners in the ﬁrst trans-national
industry and their public prominence as workers
makes these women's role as employees
signiﬁcant; they set the early standard for
women as waged labour, to which later female
workers were compared. This book analyses how
women workers inﬂuenced patterns of industrial
organization and oﬀers a new perspective on
relationships between gender and work and on
industrial development. The primary theme of
the study is the attempt to control the work
process through co-operation, coercion and
conﬂict between women workers, their male
counterparts and manufacturers. Drawing upon
examples of women's subversive activities and
attitudes toward the discourses of labour, the
book emphasizes the variety of women's work
experiences. By using this diversity of experience
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in a comparative way, the book reaches
conclusions that challenge a variety of historical
concepts, including separate spheres of inﬂuence
for men and women and related economic
theories, for example that women were passive
players in the workplace, evolutionary theories
with respect to industrial development, and
business culture within and between the two
industries. Overall it provides the fresh approach
that highlights and explains women's agency as
operatives and paid workers during
industrialization.
Maritime History at the Crossroads Frank Broeze
2017-10-18 This volume seeks to critically review
the contemporary state of maritime
historiography, as it stands at the volume’s
publication date of 1995. The volume is
comprised of thirteen essays, each focused on
the recent research into the maritime concerns of
a particular geographical location, listed as
follows: Australia; Canada; China; Denmark;
Germany; Greece; Ibero-America; India; the
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

Netherlands; the Ottoman Empire; Spain; the
United States; and a ﬁnal chapter concerning
historians and maritime labour in Britain,
Australia, and New Zealand. One concern made
evident by the collection is the lack of stable
identity and cohesive aims within maritime
history, the subject holds many conﬂicting
deﬁnitions and concepts. The purpose of this
volume is to explore the recent developments in
maritime history, plus the growth of scholarly
interest, to provide a ‘beacon and stimulus for
future work’ and to clearly direct and deﬁne
maritime historiography toward a solid position in
the ﬁeld of history.
Maritime Labour Richard Gorski 2007 This is a
collection of soundings into various aspects of
the history of maritime labor from the close of
the Middle Ages to the present. The spatial
emphasis of the essays is north European and
Atlantic since they deal with the countries around
the North Sea and Baltic with some coverage of
North America. Indeed, from time to time the
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authors leave the sea behind in order to examine
broader issues such as labor markets, the
regulation and institutions of seafaring, and
industrial relations on the waterfront. But at all
points there is a common theme of sea-related
labor, and a common objective of better
understanding what have often been perceived
as diﬃcult and elusive groups of people.
The Industrial Transformation of Subarctic
Canada Liza Piper 2010-01-01 Between 1821 and
1960, industrial economies took root in the North,
transgressing political geographies and
superseding the historically dominant fur trade.
Imported southern scientists and sojourning
labourers worked the Northwest, and its
industrial history bears these newcomers'
imprint. This book reveals the history of human
impact upon the North. It provides a baseline,
grounded in historical and scientiﬁc evidence, for
measuring subarctic environmental change. Liza
Piper examines the sustainability of industrial
economies, the value of resource exploitation in
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

volatile ecosystems, and the human
consequences of northern environmental change.
She also addresses northern communities'
historical resistance to external resource
development and their ﬁght for survival in the
face of intensifying environmental and economic
pressures.
White Man's Gonna Getcha Toby Morantz
2002-06-14 Morantz shows that with the
imposition of administration from the south the
Crees had to confront a new set of foreigners
whose ideas and plans were very diﬀerent from
those of the fur traders. In the 1930s and 1940s
government intervention helped overcome the
disastrous disappearance of the beaver through
the creation of government-decreed preserves
and a ban on beaver hunting, but beginning in
the 1950s a revolving array of socio-economic
programs instituted by the government brought
the adverse eﬀects of what Morantz calls
bureaucratic colonialism. Drawing heavily on oral
testimonies recorded by anthropologists in
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addition to eye-witness and archival sources,
Morantz incorporates the Crees' own views,
interests, and responses. She shows how their
strong ties to the land and their appreciation of
the wisdom of their way of life, coupled with the
ineptness and excessive frugality of the Canadian
bureaucracy, allowed them to escape the worst
eﬀects of colonialism. Despite becoming
increasingly politically and economically
dominated by Canadian society, the Crees
succeeded in staving oﬀ cultural subjugation.
They were able to face the massive hydroelectric
development of the 1970s with their language,
practices, and values intact and succeeded in
negotiating a modern treaty. This detailed
portrait of twentieth-century Canadian
colonialism will be of interest to native studies
specialists, anthropologists, and political
scientists generally.
Voices in the Legal Archives in the French
Colonial World Nancy Christie 2020-09-25
Voices in the Legal Archives in the French
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

Colonial World: "The King is Listening" oﬀers,
through the contribution of thirteen original
chapters, a sustained analysis of judicial
practices and litigation during the ﬁrst era of
French overseas expansion. The overall goal of
this volume is to elaborate a more sophisticated
"social history of colonialism" by focusing largely
on the eighteenth century, extending roughly
from 1700 until the conclusion of the Age of
Revolutions in the 1830s. By critically examining
legal practices and litigation in the French
colonial world, in both its Atlantic and Oceanic
extensions, this volume of essays has sought to
interrogate the naturalized equation between law
and empire, an idea premised on the idea of law
as a set of doctrines and codiﬁed procedures
originating in the metropolis and then
transmitted to the colonies. This book advances
new approaches and methods in writing a history
of the French empire, one which views state
authority as more unstable and contested. Voices
in the Legal Archives proposes to remedy the
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under-theorized state of France’s ﬁrst colonial
empire, as opposed to its post-1830 imperial
expressions empire, which have garnered far
more scholarly attention. This book will appeal to
scholars of French history and the comparative
history of European empires and colonialism.
Craft Capitalism Robert B. Kristoﬀerson
2007-12-29 Many studies have concluded that
the eﬀects of early industrialization on traditional
craftsworkers were largely negative. Robert B.
Kristoﬀerson demonstrates, however, that in at
least one area this was not the case. Craft
Capitalism focuses on Hamilton, Ontario, and
demonstrates how the preservation of traditional
work arrangements, craft mobility networks, and
other aspects of craft culture ensured that
craftsworkers in that city enjoyed an essentially
positive introduction to industrial capitalism.
Kristoﬀerson argues that, as former craftsworkers
themselves, the majority of the city's industrial
proprietors helped their younger counterparts
achieve independence. Conﬂict rooted in
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

capitalist class experience, while present, was
not yet dominant. Furthermore, he argues, while
craftsworkers' experience of the change was
more informed by the residual cultures of craft
than by the emergent logic of capitalism, craft
culture in Hamilton was not retrogressive.
Rather, this situation served as a centre of social
creation in ways that built on the positive aspects
of both systems. Based on extensive archival
research, this controversial and engaging study
oﬀers unique insight to the process of
industrialization and class formation in Canada.
A Legacy of Exploitation Susan Dianne Brophy
2022-05-15 The Red River Colony was the
Hudson’s Bay Company’s ﬁrst planned
settlement. As a settler-colonial project par
excellence, it was designed to undercut
Indigenous peoples’ “troublesome” autonomy
and curtain the company’s dependency on their
labour. In this critical re-evaluation of the history
of the Red River Colony, Susan Dianne Brophy
upends standard accounts by foregrounding
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Indigenous producers as a driving force of
change. A Legacy of Exploitation challenges the
enduring yet misleading fantasy of Canada as a
glorious nation of adventurers, showing how
autonomy can become distorted as complicity in
processes of dispossession.
Book Review Elizabeth Mancke 1994
Merchant Credit and Labour Strategies in
Historical Perspective Rosemary E. Ommer
1990
White Man's Gonna Getcha Toby Morantz
2002-06-14 In The White Man's Gonna Getcha
Toby Morantz examines threats to the cultural
and economic independence of the Crees in
eastern James Bay. She argues that while their
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century fur-trading
relationship with the Hudson's Bay Company had
been mutually beneﬁcial, Canada's twentiethcentury interest in administering its outlying
isolated regions actually posed the greatest
challenge to the Cree way of life.
Rough Work Ruth Bleasdale 2018-02-21 The
merchant-credit-and-labour-strategies-in-historical-perspective

labourers at the heart of this study built the
canals and railways undertaken as public works
by the colonial governments of British North
America and the federal government of Canada
between 1841 and 1882. Ruth Bleasdale's
fascinating journey into the little-known lives of
these labourers and their families reveals how
capital, labour and the state came together to
build the transportation infrastructure that linked
colonies and united an emerging nation.
Combining census and community records,
government documents, and newspaper archives
Bleasdale elucidates the ways in which
successive governments and branches of the
state intervened between labour and capital and
in labourers' lives. Case studies capture the
remarkable diversity across regions and time in a
labour force drawn from local and international
labour markets. The stories here illuminate the
ways in which men and women experienced the
emergence of industrial capitalism and the
complex ties which bound them to local and
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transnational communities. Rough Work is an
accessibly written yet rigorous study of the
galvanization of a major segment of Canada's
labour force over four decades of social and
economic transformation.
Backwoods Consumers and Homespun
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Capitalists Béatrice Craig 2009-01 Craig
examines and describes the local economy of the
Madawaska Territory from its origins in the native
fur trade, the growth of exportable wheat, the
selling of food to new settlers, and of ton timbre
to Britain.
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